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Abstract—Internet of things applications require lower
and lower delay to enable different applications such as
healthcare monitoring. Most of the prior work focuses
on enabling this through upcoming and expensive 5G
communications. Another alternative to realize a solution
is the ever-existing wireless sensor networks. The real-time
communication through sensors has been of interest for
industrial applications and is currently available for scales
down to 100 ms. When we are interested in delays of
two orders of magnitude lower, low processing power of
sensors and internal hardware delay becomes significant.
In this work we analyse existing sensor networks for
mostly neglected delay contributors in a real testbed. We
demonstrate that even the existing and cheap hardware can
potentially meet the real-time requirements. These results
are further utilized to provide discussions for an optimized
medium access control delay.

I. INTRODUCTION

The industrial internet of things (IIoT) are being
extended to lower delay requiring applications such
as patient health monitoring [1]. Such time-sensitive
applications also with the scale of the sensors pose
new research challenges. The main research effort fo-
cuses answering these challenges for 5G under 3GPP
framework. But, another direction is to optimize the
already existing IEEE 802.15.4 based devices, that we
will refer to as Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), for
similar capabilities [2].

The accepted delay guarantees in WSN is mostly
around 100 ms [3]. The main challenge is to enable low
latency for multi-hop communication through synchro-
nized coordination. Nevertheless, the IIoT requires tens
of ms order delay which is even challenging for a single
hop WSN. On the other hand it is not impossible. We be-
lieve that investigation of limitations of the standard and
available implementations, can lead to cheap solutions
for some use-cases of IIoT.

A. Contribution

In this work we provide a detailed sensor to cloud
delay analysis for a single hop network. Our main contri-
bution is providing hardware and processing aspects for
communication delay under IIoT scope. In order to do so
we provide a general Interface-Processing framework
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Fig. 1: The switch timings diagram for general delay calculation.

in Sec. II. A sensor to cloud delay measurement
with different sensor boards in a testbed are shared with
insights in Sec. III. Finally, we relate the effect of these
delays to Medium Access Control (MAC) and possible
future work.

II. INTERFACE-PROCESSING FRAMEWORK

There are multiple contributors to the delay of a
single packet that is transmitted through a wireless sensor
network device. In general, the delay is defined as
the time that is required from the generation of the
packet, until the reception of the packet at the end point.
A general framework [4] to model a layer 2 switch
delay is illustrated in Fig. 1. The delay T per hop is
t = tbuf + tMAC + ts + tp + tproc, where tbuf is the
queuing delay, tMAC is the average MAC waiting delay,
ts sending delay, tp is the propagation delay and tproc
and the L2 processing delay.

The ts is well investigated in the WSN literature and
tp is negligible in short distance wireless communica-
tion. But, tproc is not negligible for sensor networks that
use i.e., 8 MHz processors, where processing delay may
be in the order of 1 ms.

A wireless sensor operation is decomposed into pro-
cesses tproci and interfaces tinti . Each layer function-
ality is defined as separate processes and the communi-
cation between each process as an interface as seen in
Fig. 2 and summarized as:

• Application Process interrupts the other processes
to read the sensor data and forwards the readings in
a packet format to the communication stack through
an interface called Northbound interface.

• Communication Stack Process appends headers
for networking purposes to the packet and forwards
it either (1) over the SouthWbound interface to



Fig. 2: A wireless sensor system on chip decomposed to interfaces
for possible parallelization of a packet processing and avoiding any
pipeline queuing.

the Wireless MAC process, or through the SouthE-
bound interface to the external MAC process (,e.g.,
USB or Ethernet).

• Wireless MAC Process decides the right time to
forward the packet over the Westbound interface to
the radio transceiver circuit.

• Radio Process converts the digital information to
analog among other PHY processes over the Wire-
less interface.

• External MAC Process forwards the packet to the
external communication circuit through Eastbound
interface.

III. SENSOR TO CLOUD DELAY
1) Scenario: In this work we consider a single hop

wireless transmission from a sensor to a gateway that
is forwarded over a USB connection to a cloud. To
investigate the sensor to cloud delay in a practical way
in the following sections, we provide measurements over
two different wireless sensor set-up, with Zolertia 1 [5]
and OpenMote [6]. These platform are selected for a
WSN proof of concept due to their popularity. Both of
the sensors support IEEE 802.15.4 PHY communication.
The higher layer implementation is from OpenWSN
[7] for TSCH and we adapted the for MAC layer as
discussed in the Sec. IV. The transmission takes place
over the non-interfered channel 26.

The delay is calculated from the generation of the
packet until it reaches the cloud. The scenario is sum-
marized in Fig 3 as a 10 process-interface chain. We
will investigate the delay in three main parts: as sensor,
gateway and cloud.

On the cases where our testbed network lacks the
interface or the mentioned process we share the state of
the art results or possible modifications as a theoretical
perspective.
A. Sensor Delay

We start with investigating the initiation of the data in
the sensor.

1) Application Process: We do not want to constrain
ourselves to any sensor/network application. We abstract
this with general processing delay. For instance in [8] it
is shown that just processing of a tactile signal can take

up to 15 ms in an Arduino based set-up. Of course this
depends heavily on hardware, implementation and the
application type. One way to optimize this is through
definition of efficient function blocks as investigated for
actuators in International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) 61499. A recent work has investigated implemen-
tation of these blocks to increase re-usability [9].

2) Northbound Interface: Even though a general
standardization for IIoT northbound interface is lacking,
separate communities have started working on this inter-
face for their use-case. For instance, IEEE Standard for
a Smart Transducer Interface for Sensors and Actuators
Network Capable Application Processor (NCAP) Infor-
mation Model IEEE 21451 introduces a Network Ab-
straction Logical Interface Specification. An exemplary
implementation can be found in [10] where dynamic
implementation of sensor applications are enabled.

3) Communication Stack Process(1): The high layer
processing of the packet is composed of transport layer
and networking layer In our specific example we con-
sider a UDP packet.

In order to investigate the effect of the payload size,
we vary it from 1 to a maximum of 77 bytes. As the
maximum packet size is 133 bytes in IEEE 802.15.4, we
have to take into account the 56 Bytes added on NET,
MAC and PHY layers. In Fig. 4 the y-axis depicts delay
in (ms) while the x-axis shows the varying payload in
bytes.

The delay in on average around 0.94 ms for Z1
and 0.36 for OM and a small overhead is added with
increasing payload that is 39µs for Z1 and 0.39µs for
OM. The delay difference is not directly reflected by the
clock speed of the microprocessor that is 16 MHz for
Z1 and 32 MHz for OM.

The results demonstrate the performance of the trans-
port plus networking stack from OpenWSN and could
be optimized for specific scenarios.

4) SouthWbound Interface: The Wireless MAC can
be implemented on a separate microcontroller to get rid
off delay due to processing. However, this separation to
get rid of the processing queuing delay will translate
into an interface delay. In our exemplary set-up we do
not have this interface.

In state of the art similar interface delays can be ob-
served in [11] where a MAC accelerator is implemented
on FPGA and the added interface delay can be clearly
observed. In [12] a multi-radio and multi-processor gate-
way is implemented such that communication stack has
to use a bus based interface to separate the packets to
each MAC process. The separation of processes results in
a fixed delay overhead. Thus, even though the interfaces
come with a delay cost it also provides determinism
and thus should be the selected solution for real-time
requiring applications.

5) Wireless MAC Process: Our aim here is to extract
main processes such as selecting the wireless carrier,



Fig. 3: The sensor to cloud delay with processes and interfaces. The scenario depicted here is a one-hop, one-user communication. Without loss
of generality this can be extended to many.
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Fig. 4: Communication Stack Processing delay on OpenWSN for UDP
packet creation until forwarding to the MAC layer. The processing time
is intrapolated with the line plots and the measurements are given with
markers.

duplicating packet for re-transmissions and measure the
delay impact for OpenWSN.

For Z1 the Rx Processing delay is 330µs and the Tx
Processing delay is 210µs. For OM, the Rx Processing
delay is 180µs which is almost half due to increased
processing speed. However, the TX Processing delay
is 30µs, as the packet duplication benefits from the
sharing the same memory between wireless chip and
the microcontroller. The Wireless MAC reception delay
includes the cyclic redundancy check for error detection
and thus higher in both sensors. Wireless MAC delay
did not change with changing the packet size so it stems
mostly due to fixed header operations.

6) Westbound Interface: The radio process is usually
implemented on a separate chip than the MAC processes.
This is due to distinctive delay requirements of the two
processes. Thus, how this interface between these two
process is implemented can create a bottleneck in terms
of minimum delay.

The OM has the CC2538 chip that is composed of the
radio chip and the ARM microcontroller. The Z1 has the
CC2520 chip and a separate microcontroller MSP430.
For Z1 the inter-radio-microcontroller communication is
handled via Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) protocol.
The radio chip and the microcontroller has separate
memories and the packet has to be copied between to
memory of each chip, before the chip can access it. The
CC2538 solves this problem by allowing the radio chip
to read the memory of the microcontroller.

The measured interface delay is evaluated In Fig. 5
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Fig. 5: Westbound transmission and reception delay

with x-axis depicting the packet size varies from 50 bytes
to 122 bytes and y-axis depicting the delay in ms. With a
a payload of 120 bytes for the Z1 the delay surpasses 1.2
ms while for OM it is at maximum 150µs. This result, as
reflected with an order of magnitude difference in delay,
showcases the importance of interface delay.

7) Radio Process: The radio chip transmission pro-
cess delay is fixed to 0.6 ms in both sensors with all
payload sizes. This includes the radio turn on time and
is also non-negligible and necessary for long battery life
for sensors.

8) Wireless Interface: The transmission delay incor-
porates the data-rate provided by the transceiver and the
packet size. A packet of 50 byte that is transmitted with
a 250 kbps results in 1.6 ms delay and increases to 4.2
ms with maximum payload.

B. Gateway Delay

There radio chip reception delay is negligible with
varying payload. The Westbound Interface delay is al-
most same as the Tx delay. The Wireless MAC, SW
interface and Communication Stack is discussed in
Sec. III-A5 and in not repeated here.

1) SouthEbound Interface: In case the external inter-
face needs to be heavily used, as would be the case in a
gateway, the handling of the external interface MAC on a
separate microcontroller is necessary. This is commonly
used in Wi-Fi routers that has separate processors for
dealing with backbone data forwarding. The separation
of these processes impose an interface delay that is
investigated in state of the art [12].
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Fig. 6: USB chip processing delay combined for PC and Sensor
2) External MAC Process: The external MAC pro-

cess is responsible for setting timings and creating the
UART packet. The UART packet is transferred to the
External Interface chip. We have investigated the Open-
WSN, external MAC process implementation that is the
OpenBridge. The resulting delay is below 30µs thus
negligible.

3) Eastbound Interface: On the Eastbound inter-
face, the microcontroller sends UART messages to the
CP2102 chip and the chip receives and converts these
to USB messages and sends it to the connected interface
with the USB 2.0 protocol. The UART protocol is simple
and it is limited to the baudrate settings of the chip. The
protocol is not protected with any error detection code so
increasing the baudrate may increase error probabilities.
For this reason we set the baudrate to 115200 bauds per
second. This results in 11.02 ms delay for 127 bytes and
4.42 ms for 51 bytes.

4) USB Process: The Z1 chip contains the CP2102
that has an embedded 156µs timeout to form a USB
packet out of the UART reception. This timeout based
packet forming can add additional delay and it can vary
from 0 to 156µs. We did not measure this separately but
we observed the variation caused by it. The OM on the
other hand has FT232R USB UART IC that is connected
through FTDI that has a 16 ms timeout which creates a
delay bottleneck.

In order to characterize the chip processing delay we
measured the end-to-end delay of a packet transmitted
from the PC to the sensor and back. We used an
echo application at the sensor. The driver at the PC
acknowledges the USB packet after the transmission and
this can be sniffed through Wireshark. We can measure
the time from the transmission of the packet until its
acknowledgement, this includes one-way transmission.
If we subtract this value and the UART delay from the
end-to-end delay measurement, we get the USB chip
transmission and the PC processing delay since the echo
application at the sensor takes negligible time. The re-
sulting delay in µs with varying payload is illustrated in
Fig. 6. Interestingly, the delay decreases with increased
packet size, which is unexpected. We project that this
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Fig. 7: Cloud USB delay due to polling slots of USB 2.0

is stemming from faster UART transmission speed than
advertised.
C. Cloud

The cloud, the end point for the data collection, is
abstracted here as an edge cloud that provides low
delay high processing power capabilities to the sensor
applications.

1) Cloud USB Process: The USB controller chip
we have on the laptop that is an Intel Corporation 8
Series/C220 Series Chipset Family USB EHCI. It runs
USB 2.0 specification [13]. There is also processing
delays stemming from this chip. We have measured the
delay by sniffing the USB message exchange on the chip
and there is a consistent 10µs delay between the packet
reception on the chip and the ACK transmission to the
USB chip on the sensor.

2) Cloud Eastbound Interface: The USB interface
is controlled via a bus controller that implements a
polling based communication. The polling slots can be
decreased to 125µs for USB 2.0. The polling slots are
for various devices connected to the bus. The generation
time of the packet can result in a waiting time if it
does not match the polling slot. To measure this waiting
time 10000 packets are generated and forwarded to the
USB controller over the bus. The measured minimum
delay out of all the measurements is selected as the
lucky packet that is generated at the exact instance of
a polling slot. Thus, the minimum delay only consists
of the constant processing delay. We removed this value
from all measurements to reflect only the delay due to
waiting time of polling slots as shown in Fig. 7. We see
that the delay varies between 200 µs and 0 such that the
bus controller has a polling slot each 2 slots for the USB
communication

3) Cloud Sensor Controller Process: Here we as-
sume that there is an edge cloud placed as close to the
gateway as possible. Thus, no further variable delay is
induced due to IP network. From this point on there is
also no hardware or interface delay but purely processing
delay. However, this processing delay can also surmount
to noticeable levels. In [14] authors provide an FPGA
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Fig. 8: Sensor to Cloud delay with two different sensor network types
Zolertia 1 and OpenMote. The packet size is also selected as 46 and
122 Bytes. The delay contributors are ordered in the sequential way
the packet experiences them.

implementation for a industrial sensor controller for par-
allel processing of multiple sensors at the same time that
reduces the delay 90ms for 10 sensor applications. Thus,
a fast parallelized cloud controller can be necessary for
real-time requiring sensor applications.
D. Total Sensor to Cloud Delay

In this section we want to provide the total sensor-
to-cloud delay analysis as illustrated in the Fig. 8 with
stacked delay values for different sensors (Z1, OM) and
with different payload (46, 122 bytes).

Firstly, the eastbound delay is the biggest delay con-
tributor followed by the wireless transmission delay. The
magnitude of the eastbound delay stems from the limited
baudrate which is the serial communication between
the micro-controller and the UART to USB chip 1. IoT
Gateways should consider implementing faster interfaces
to solve such problems. With decreasing packet size,
the importance of the processing delay grows, as most
processes are adding a fixed delay to all packets. Another
observation is that the PHY headers take up to 6 Bytes
and all the other layers occupy as much as 45 Bytes and
this is another problem especially for IPv6 compatibility
as it is the scope of OpenWSN to enable 6LoWPAN for
WSNs.

The delay figures represented in Fig. 8 is a minimum
sensor to cloud delay if no loss is observed and the
schedule is adjusted perfectly. Previous work [15], [17]
have investigated the effect of packet loss probabilities
on single hop networks thus we will emphasize the
scheduling aspect.

IV. DISCUSSIONS: WIRELESS MEDIUM ACCESS
CONTROL

In order to emphasize on synchronization and deter-
minism we will consider a TDMA based contention free
MAC protocols.

1The OpenMote actually has the USB chip FT232R which comes
with 16 ms timeout to form packets, this is note illustrated in the plot
due to ease of visualization.
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Fig. 9: Different MAC schemes considering also the processing time

We consider 4 possible schedules: TSCH, LLDN,
multi-processor gateway and a multi-processor multi-
radio gateway as illustrated in Fig. 9. The downlink slots
are illustrated in cyan, the uplink slots are illustrated in
dark grey and the serial slots are illustrated in light grey.
The scenario illustrates a slotframe with 4 uplink users.

We start with investigating the TSCH, where 1 slot
is required for advertisement, 4 slots for transmitting
messages from 4 sensors and 4 slots for the serial
communication. In TSCH each slot is of size 9.372 and
5.52 ms for Z1 and OM respectively. Resulting in a
slotframe duration of 84.34 and 46.98 ms for Z1 and
OM respectively. Each user can transmit 11.7 and 21.2
packets per second with this slotframe duration.

In TSCH an ACK is sent directly within each slot.
However, in LLDN, instead of unicast ACKs a broadcast
GACK slot is used such that the slot size is decreased to
2.85 and 1.94 ms respectively for Z1 and OM. This gives
a slotframe duration of 28.5 and 19.4 ms respectively
for Z1 and OM. The reduction in frame size results in
35 and 52 packets per second almost tripling the rate.
LLDN implements the group acknowledgements in a star
topology, to benefit from radio switch times for each
sensor, which explains the improvement from TSCH.
It also strips the higher layer headers and leaves this
problem to the gateway for backbone forwarding.

Packet rate can be doubled if a different processor
is used for external forwarding or if a faster interface
is used on the gateway processor. Then a SouthEBound
delay s1 may be added to each slot to move the data
from one processor to another and serial forwarding and
wireless reception is parallelized.

On top of this a multi-radio gateway can enable
parallel reception of data from multiple sensor to de-
crease the number of slots waited until another packet
is transmitted. This is enabled with multiple processors
that communicates with multiple radios. This also comes
with the cost of SouthWBound delay s2 that is added
to the slots. An important reminder is the number of
orthogonal wireless channels is limited to 16 in IEEE
802.15.4 standard and this imposes a maximum number
of parallel wireless transmission.

V. RELATED WORK

Any type of delay analysis has been an interesting
topic for WSN. However, an analysis that encapsulates
all sensor-delay related details and measurements for
data to cloud integration is missing.



There are several works that investigated the topic
from different aspects. An application layer perspective
to sensor to cloud delay is taken in [19]. The authors
have taken Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP)
based measurements and provided delay insights that
investigates application protocol inefficiency. This solu-
tion has taken an on the top approach. Another work
[20] investigates the totally opposite directions for task
scheduling on sensor networks. The multi-threading pos-
sibilities for delay reduction is investigated. So neither
of the works provides the communication stack related
approach. The former deals with the application layer
and the latter is general processing.

A more communication stack focusing approach is
taken for a real-time operation system for WSN com-
munications in [21]. The abstraction layers provide re-
sources to a real time operation system RTOS. This
system runs separate communication processes such that
they interact in a real-time basis. The use of RTOS
enables right-in-time interaction between different pro-
cesses. The function abstraction enables also multi-
processor support. The multi-processor communication
over an inter-processor communication (IPC) interface.
However, any detail about this important interface, such
that which communication protocol should be used, is
not given. There, UART protocol is used, but clearly
this is only feasible for a two processor scenario. Com-
munication layer interfaces are also defined and message
exchanges are pre-set. However, variety of delays in the
interfaces are not emphasized.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have analyzed the IIoT suitability of
the IEEE 802.15.4 standard namely WSN compliant off
the shelf sensors. We investigated a scenario that takes a
IIoT sensor to cloud delay under investigation. We have
provided a Interface-Processing framework to investigate
the sub-problems separately.

We have shown that there are a lot of aspects that
are overlooked that can add significant delay for a IIoT
application. Lastly we have tackled MAC delay given
the previous processing and interface delays and fore-
casted possible solutions that incorporated such delays
for scalable applications.

Future work can focus on solving these problems to
provide a IIoT enabled WSN. An additional natural ex-
tension is to have a Mobile Edge application to showcase
low delay and message sending rate to support IIoT
applications. REFERENCES
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